CONVENTION PREPARATIONS
Delta Sigma Rho Chapter Making Plans for Regional National Convention

At a meeting of the honor debraining fraternity of Delta Sigma Rho early in the week, committees were appointed having charge of the preparations for the entertainment of the national convention which convenes here on May 1. Steps were taken that assurance of most pleasant entertainment for the visiting delegates that time.

Because of the fact that the convention is scheduled for the same day, the annual contest of the Northern Orchestral League, it was decided that a banquet should be given to which institutions would be invited, to all of them directly concerned in this big event. This includes eight or
terators, the coaches of the representatives of the eight colleges, the delegates to the Delta Sigma Rho convention and the members of the Iowa chapter. In order to meet, clarify and the active debating intervals and the plans which are interrelated in the work, the Iowa chapter is elected to associate membership in the fraternity, these alumns of the University who have been members of inter-collegiate debating
teams or represented the University in oratorical contests. The active membership under these

LARGE CLASSES IN BOXING AND FENCING
Much Interest Shows in Special Gym Classes

Many students have already registered for special gym classes this semester. The boxing classes appear to be the most popular;

fencing are over twenty in each of these two classes, and
several others have expressed an interest to enter. The
lessons are free to all students but each must furnish his own gloves and
a fist in fencing.

The special classes meet once a week at

Boxing—Wednesday at 3:45

Fencing—Saturday at 10:00.

RECEIVERS INDOOR TARGET FOR CADETS

Will be Installed in Gymnasium

Commandant, C. W. Weeks announced that an indoor target has been received and will be installed in the gymnasium of the running track in the University Armory next month. Rifles of 22 caliber have been allocated to the men who have been made necessary as the University has no rifle range and the tiny foot range is deemed insufficient.

Contests to Meet

Contests for the Sophomore Oratorial prize will be held on Saturday morning at nine o'clock; the judges for the preliminary

PROGRAM FOR BIG CONVENTION TONIGHT

Students Will Take Parts of Leading Politicians

After Delegates vote for Favorite Honors Unanimous Ballot to be Cast for Taft

In the Republican Convention from the Zeugmath Literary avenue tonight in the Liberal Arts Assembly the following pro-

gram will be carried out:

1. Harry New, Chairman, Representative of W. E. B. Jones, a call of convention and actions on the delegates to the city of

2. The Secretary, Chancellor, Honorable Frank O. Lowden, representative of H. N. Jones.


4. The report made by Robert L. Shadlehouse, Secretary of the University who have been

The nominations for president will be

next order of business after the

President, Youngs will be nominated by Charles Landis of Indian, represented by C. A. Adams. Governor

Hughs nominated by Herbert Parsa represented by B. H. Baker. Governor Shadett nominates by Governor

Shadett, Senator Curtis represented by Robert S. Wood. Senator H. C. Lodge, Governor

Wylie, Senator H. C. Lodge, Governor

Secretary of the University who have been
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The University Dramatic Club has decided to present a musical...
**COMING EVENTS**

**March 26 - Banquet. Title of paper - "A primary factor in the Evolution of Plants."** by Professor White.

**March 27 - Anthropological Society tour.** "The Roman Theater." by Professor Kemp. Graduate College, Columbia University. Lecture at 8 p.m. in the Geology Lecture Hall.

**March 31 - Dr. Roosevelt."** by Professor Kelso. The Supreme Court has drawn much interest recently and this is a good opportunity to see it in action.

**April 6 - Buffalo Hotel Dinner.** At the Buffalo Hotel.


**SHAKESPEARE LECTURES**

*Title of paper: Shakespeare's Influence on Modern Drama.*

*Professor W. H. Kimball.*

*April 6 - Buffalo Hotel Dinner.** At the Buffalo Hotel.

**SPRING INFLUENCES**

Spring is the time for new beginnings. Take advantage of the beautiful weather and get out and enjoy the outdoors. Whether it's a walk in the park, a picnic with friends, or just relaxing in your garden, spring is a great time to recharge and reset.

**BRIGHTON FLAT CLASP GARTERS**

**THE BJORNS**

229 St. Johns Ave. Chicago

**THE BIJOU THEATRE**

Refined Vaudeville

**4 BIG ACTS - 4**

And the Greatest Moving Picture of the Year

**THE GOEBEL TRAGEDY**

AND THE TRIALS OF CALEB POWERS

**SENSATIONAL!**

**INTERESTING!**

**HISTORICAL!**

Today and Saturday Only

**DRINKS LIKE A CAMEL**

To lend a Cockney Fashion to your drinking, just say to the bar keep, "I'll have a pen with the ogress-filled." It's all the same thing. It will cost you a trifle more, but it's all right. It's worth the extra expense.

**CONKLIN'S SELF-FILLING PEN**

"The pen with the ogress-filled." It will fill itself automatically without the least inconvenience. You could fill it with white kid gloves without danger of soiling. Remember its name, for it is the splendid writing quality of the Cockney-the perfect bed.
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ASSISTANT NEEDED

IN GIRL’S GYMNASIUM

Instructor for Freshman Classes

is Desired

“I really should have a good assistant,” said Miss Alice Wilmans, the instructor of the Girl’s Physical Training Department. “I need one who would relieve me of some of the Freshman classes at Iowa. That would give me time to give the more advanced girls extra classes as they wanted them and there would be time for classes for Juniors and Seniors who wished to elect the work. Why shouldn’t the girls have the privilege of selecting this work as well as the boys? There should be special classes in fencing, dancing, apparatus work and basketball in our department as well as in the boys’. The girls want it but they simply can’t have it with the present arrangement of affairs.”

LITERARY PROGRAM

The Irving Institute’s program this evening at Close Hall will consist of the declamatory program which was to have been held last Friday evening. Three men have entered — Sullivan, Cardell and Zimmerman. One will be chosen to compete with the Zeta’s declamer, Jacob Weng. The Elogiastic society will carry out the republican national convention at L. A. Hall, instead of its regular program. The following is the Philomathian program:

Munc. Freshman Solo sopha — Gallant

Debate — “Resolved, that all instructors should be taxed.” Affirmative—Smith

Negative—Robie

Paper — H. O. Field

Music. —

“WHAT’S THE LATEST?”

Suits we are showing those new, rich browns in every style of narrow and wide stripes. Also new elephant-grays, very swell indeed. — new tan—new modes — new stripes — new fancy (no-tone) effects, every one of them.

Top Coats — Haven’t got the room or time to tell you all the beauties of this season’s garments. There is a swing and dash and a certain beauty of the lines of this season’s garments that must be seen to be appreciated. What’s the latest at Willer’s?

Suits and Top Coats $10 to $35

11 How crowning glory of a well-dressed man is a swell Hat. Choose a one at $5 or a Beacon at $10 at one of our Willer Specials at $10. Every shade — every style — every type — you’ll like — you’ll wear — we’ll do the rest.

Risen the new Suits we’re showing! Some regular beauties at new prices

and

$5 and those new Tan — Swell — hardly express it. After all we have an array that will surprise you — new woods and new broad-striped, new color combinations. Others 25c to $10.

WiLLIER’S

QUALITY STORES

The Harvard Medical School... BOSTON, MASS.

Just received the new applications for the 1915-1916 surgical and medical internships. The deadline for the degree of M. D.

for completion of requirements is October 1st, 1915, and the student will be appointed for the fall term of 1915.

Any student who has not yet applied for an internship should do so at once.

APPROBATION OF THE

OLYMPIC Restaurant

This popular venue is perfect for the quality of meals and wines that are served. You will find something to suit your taste for any occasion at the Olympic. The menu is always changing, and we invite you to try our new dishes today and tomorrow. The name of our restaurant means "the best of all," and we strive to hold up that standard at every meal. The Olympic is always filled with friends and families enjoying a meal. We hope you'll visit us soon and add to our list of satisfied customers.